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‐Erika is our new report writer. Jaron moved from Report Writer to Systems Specialist.
Finally, Kelly joined us from the Admissions Office.
‐Use the “Whom do I Contact” link when you’re unsure of who you need to contact.
‐We filled the Front Counter Liaison vacancy. Shea Lenkaitis is joining the office on October
16.
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‐Fixed tuition began this semester. It is prorated so as a sophomore, there are 6 semesters
remaining.
***How is a semester abroad captured? – We are unsure but will follow up.
***What if there are extenuating circumstances? Withdrawals carry attempted hours.
Those withdrawals will hold their attendance.
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‐RDS is no longer in our office. Everything is being handled by RDS.
‐In use across the state for undergraduate at all institutions – state, community college and
private schools.
‐Student receives decision immediately and it is good for 15 months. This means, a student
has 15 months from the date of validation to enroll and attend a college or university.
‐RDS handles all initial decisions and appeals as well. There is an appeals group on campus
but that is on the graduate side of things.
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Though there is a decision given, it must be validated. It is an overnight process. Once the
student submits the application, his/her information will be checked (driver’s license, SSN,
etc.) for accuracy.
‐Veterans and UNC Employees go through RDS but will get referred to Registrar’s Office.
They submit the application through RDS, but are then referred to campus for follow on
action.
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‐Wait list process is still first come, first serve. The plan is for faculty to have ability to choose students they
want in the class. The Office of the Registrar has the ability to move students on the waitlist, so contact Shane
Baptista for those changes.
‐The transfer team has been kept up, if not ahead, of the transfer numbers. We had additional people in the
office to help.
***Is there a time frame for new admissions students? 16 days after admission. The transfer team manages
about 250 students at a time with about 2‐4 transcripts per student. Our office does not get one or two
students at a time. Admissions groups them and sends them to us at the end of the day or over night. We are
currently visitng other UNC schools to see how they are handling this.
‐Audit refresh is now more frequent – there is now a button.
‐Major changes during the orientation afternoon may be changed. There has been feedback from
departments that this might be something we roll back in the future. The impacts on departments at the last
minute are not positive.
IP will act like a C grade and will allow advising around prerequisites. If they fail, notification is made that they
are dropped from any classes registered that need a prereq. This will start in the spring.
‐We notify students directly with a note to contract their advisor (with advisor email included in the body)
with questions. The email comes from registrar@uncw.edu, so we answer the question strictly from a
catalog/why you didn’t meet the prereq perspective. If it gets into advising territory we refer the student to
their advisor or department. If student has a confirmed/approved transient study class that meets a prereq it
is not dropped. It has to be in our transient study app for us to know though.
Shortly after students are notified, academic deans get a big list of with all the students in their college,
courses dropped, and the student’s primary advisor. From that point it’s up to the associate dean office on
how to distribute to the advisors/departments if they choose to do so. (There’s no way to CC advisors when I
notify students through a mail merge without getting 3rd party plugins for Word or Outlook. Even if we did,
we’re not sure advisors would appreciate getting several dozen emails in some cases for each individual
student that was dropped.)
A similar notification process is done for students who are pre‐registered for more than 14 hours before a
probation or contract limitation dropped them to a 14 hour cap. As always, grade submission timeliness is
critical in all these processes. It gives more time to notify students and advisors so they can adjust schedules
and/or open up some seats for full sections in advance of orientation or the next term starting.
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***What happens if student fails? Class will not transfer in and the prereq no longer
applies. IP serves as a C. Failed classes may eventually transfer in but only for application
to Latin honors.
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‐Senior citizens are able to audit at any campus in NC for the first time since 2009. In 2009,
senior citizens could take a class for credit or audit. Now, it is for audit only.
‐App fees will go away in the spring.
‐These classes are space available only and with instructor permission. Any course with an
additional cost will not be included in auditing.
‐4 credits of course work immunization policy applies.
‐We had 6 students this fall and we expect that number to rise in the spring.
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‐If you are on probation currently, you will fall under the previous policy. Moving forward,
you will be under the new policy. If a student goes onto probation now, they have three
terms to get above a 2.0 but they must have a term GPA (each one) of 2.3
‐Must sit out two full terms. If they do not meet 2.0 this fall, they will be out spring 18 and
fall 18.
Policy starts with faculty senate, provost signs off.
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‐Beginning this year, it is no longer a BS. Now a BSN
‐Athletic training ends this summer. A Master’s degree will take its place. Any students
currently in the program will finish.
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‐When there are curriculum changes, be aware, our office does not receive the changes
until later in the process. We are working on several curriculum changes for THIS semester.
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‐New changes do not affect past catalogs. There can be as many subs/waivers as you want,
or the students may change to another catalog year.
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‐48.4% of classrooms on campus are falling into the optimization process.
‐Because we are rebuilding course schedules for F18, SP19 and Sum19, no classes are being
rolled.
‐Scheduler builder access will close Feb 9th and we will run several scenarios to find the
best schedule.
‐This has been a learning process for our office, as well. We are learning what is in each
classroom and what those things may be used for.
‐Visit http://uncw.edu/reg/classroom_optimization.html for more information. There is
also a link to FAQs and definitions.
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This is an advising tool to plan out 2 or 4 years. It works best for freshman who have no
transfer credits.
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‐Template is a skeleton.
‐Transfer students will use blank plans. It will be difficult to build specific templates for
those students because each one has different courses he/she are bringing in.
‐Plans Tab under students degree audit.
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‐On the right, it will show what the student should take each semester.
‐On the left is a real time degree audit.
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‐Though a date has not been set, stand by for that information.
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‐We ae looking to make the students more accountable in their graduation clearance.
While we notify departments, we want to notify students at various times during the
semester…before and after registration, before Sea Hawk Salute, after grades are posted,
just to get them more proactive. This is IN ADDITION to the emails already sent. We will
want to test this in the summer or fall.
‐We are working on a page in Seanet that will show the student’s name as they clear for a
specific graduation term. FERPA rules will apply. Students will only see their own name, not
other students.
‐Digital Diplomas – We are looking at a new diploma vendor. Digital diplomas are another
way for us to connect with our students and another resource for them in addition to paper
diplomas. Students will be able to post the link to Facebook, LinkdIn. This will also help
with International students. The diploma is proof of graduation vs. a transcript for
domestic students.
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‐The crosswalks wll satisify the same requirements today as in the past. We are trying to
move away from subs/waivers.
***What about competencies? We don’t have an answer right now, but we will look into it.
‐In this example, SCM is equal to OPS and POM. The crosswalks wll satisify the same
requirements today as in the past. We are trying to move away from subs/waivers.
‐Anatomy was 4 credits...now is 3 and 1? May not match…substitution may need to be
made.
‐The reason for the change is for functionality. Banner is not set up to replace old courses
with existing. Currently, we are manually entering these changes into Banner.
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‐Conduct information was added to directory information. Therefore, we are now able to
disclose that information. There must be a business case need for this information in order
for us to give it.
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Just FYI
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***Are the faculty being notified when students are being suspended or academically
withdrawn? Yes. Depending on when the withdraw happens, there are various
conversations taking place with Faculty. For example, if the withdrawal takes place after the
drop/add period, we have to reach out to the instructors to find out of the student was
passing or failing that particular class.
***Is there something in the works for a new sub/waiver system? DegreeWorks has a
sub/waiver system but we do not have all the approvers needed. We have contacted IT but
because we are moving to Banner 9 (in March), we are not making any changes.
***Is there a chance Seaport and SeaNet will ever communicate? No. They are completely
different systems. While there are things that DO talk back and forth, SeaPort is just a
portal.
***New Degree Audit….run a what if…what happens? They aren’t in there. Contact Teresa
and she will assist. ITS has not moved those catalog years.
***College Scheduler – Allows students to input their personal information (work
schedule), times they want to have class, etc. System will give the student a potential
schedule. Roll out Summer of 18.
***Exams are on Friday at 5. Grades are due Monday at 2. Can they request an exception
for grading? Yes. As long as it has department chair approval. Faculty member to Chair,
then to Dean, finally to Albie Lange.
***When will DegreeWorks tell the number of transfer hours from a school? We don’t have
an answer but we are still working on this.
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